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The ordering of all speech sounds on a single scale has been one of the oldest traditions in linguistics,
often resulting in various strength/sonority scales. The notion of sonority has proven to be of immense
importance to the description of syllables, yet to date there is no consensus about the phonetic basis of
sonority (for a thorough overview see Parker 2002).

The current paper suggests that sonority is correlated with the perceptual sensation of pitch (pitch
intelligibility), acoustically defined by periodic and aperiodic energies in the signal. (Quasi-)periodic
energy in speech is the result of phonation (voicing) due to vibration of the vocal folds, and it is the
main contributor to pitch intelligibility. Aperiodic energy is the result of turbulent airflow, due to
constrictions along the vocal tract, and it is detrimental to pitch intelligibility. All other things being
equal, the relative pitch intelligibility of major segmental categories correlate with standard sonority
scales (see Table 1, next page).

Correlations between sonority and periodic energy have been suggested in the past, with
prominent examples including Lass (1984), Ladefoged (1997) and Heselwood (1998), going back
even to the Sanskrit grammarians (see Nathan 1989). The present proposal deviates from these earlier
accounts in that it directly correlates the sonority scale with pitch intelligibility, and in modeling
sonority in terms of periodic energy that attracts syllabic nuclei when accumulated to a sufficient
degree (see I). 

(I) Nucleus Attraction Principle 
Every peak of periodic energy is a potential attractor of a unique syllabic nucleus

The Nucleus Attraction Principle (henceforth NAP) predicts syllabic wellformedness as a function of
the competition for nucleus attraction within a syllable. Illformedness is therefore proportional to the
degree of competition for nucleus attraction between the winning candidate (most often a vowel) and
the losing candidates (namely consonants). NAP yields elaborate and rich predictions that differ from
those of the Sonority Sequencing Principle (henceforth SSP) and related principles in crucial manners.

The SSP detects rises, falls and plateaus with successive strings of segments and makes
predictions based on the simple idea that syllabic margins (onset/coda) optimally rise in sonority
towards the nucleus. NAP subsumes this general trend to prefer onset rises and coda falls, but it also
considers the absolute sonority level of segments (i.e. the accumulated periodic energy in the signal)
to quantify nucleus competition. 

Formulae (II-IV) are designed to compute the competition potential between C1 and V in C1C2V
syllables. They all derive the CC slope by subtraction (C2 – C1), yielding positive values for rises,
negative values for falls and zero for plateaus. However, the raw values of C1 in these formulae are
changed to reflect the competition potential of C1 in CCV configurations. Formula (II) simply squares
C1's categorical sonority values, while formula (III) computes C1 to the power of '0', '1' or '2',
according to C1's status in relation to the periodic and aperiodic thresholds (t1 and t2; see Table 1).
Finally, formula (IV) adds a penalty condition for CC transitions going from voiced C1 to voiceless C2,
further subtracting the value of C1 from the final score in such cases.

(II) C2 – C12

(III) C2 – C1[(C1 > t1) + (C1 > t2)]

(IV) C2 – C1[(C1 > t1) + (C1 > t2)] – C1 * (C1 > t1 > C2)
To exemplify the advantages of NAP, consider the 4 CCV types in Table 2 (next page). SSP predicts
strong violations with the onset falls LTV (e.g. lpa) and FTV (e.g. spa), and mild violations with the
onset plateaus NNV (e.g. mna) and FFV (e.g. fsa). However, this is not in line with cross-linguistic
evidence, where clusters of 2 initial voiceless consonants are less marked than clusters with 2 initial
voiced consonants, which are less marked than voiced+voiceless initial clusters (Greenberg 1965). As
Table 2 demonstrates, NAP model scores for potential competition succeed in reflecting this
markedness hierarchy.

The current proposal is functionally motivated: A bottom-up view is supported by the fact that the
human auditory system has evolved with dedicated mechanisms to detect periodicity (e.g. phase
locking; Wever and Bray 1937); A top-down view is supported by the fact that pitch events are
required at some level of the phonology of all languages (tone, intonation etc.). The fact that the
syllabic/moraic unit is generally taken to be the anchor for pitch events further strengthens the
functionality of this proposal, which ties periodicity to syllabicity.



Table 1. The sonority scale based on pitch intelligibility (PI): Periodic energy (red shaded column)
enhances PI (+); Aperiodic energy & transience (blue shaded columns) are detrimental to PI (–).

Segmental 
categories

Periodic energy levels in aˈCa 
frames (selected examples)*

Periodic
Energy (+)

Aperiodic
Energy (–)

Transience
(–)

Sonority/ 
PI score

(V) Vowels Maximal Minimal Minimal 8
(G)
Glides/ Semivowels Strong Minimal Minimal 7

(L)
Liquids Mid Minimal Minimal –

Weak 6

(N)
Nasals Mid Minimal Weak 5

-------------------------------------------------------------------------t2 (aperiodic threshold)------------------- (4.5)
(W)
Voiced fricatives Weak Weak Minimal 4

(D)
Voiced stops Weak Weak Mid 3

-------------------------------------------------------------------------t1 (periodic threshold)-------------------- (2.5)
(F)
Voiceless fricatives Minimal Strong Minimal 2

(T)
Voiceless stops Minimal Strong Strong 1

Table 2. NAP vs. SSP: Compare strong violations (✗!), mild violations (✗), 
and minimal violations/wellformed syllables (✔).

CCV
Type

Periodic energy levels in CCV 
sequences (selected examples)*

NAP: Competition
between C1 & V**

SSP * Careful speech 
productions, normalized 
to the same RMS value. 
Periodic energy curves 
produced by the APP 
detector (see Deshmukh 
et al. 2005 and subsequent
publications).

** NAP model scores 
(formula IV) run from -55
to 5, positively correlating
with wellformedness.

LTV High ✗!
(NAP score -41)

Onset fall ✗!

NNV Mid ✗
(NAP score -20)

Onset plateau ✗

FTV Low ✔ ︎
(NAP score 0)

Onset fall ✗!

FFV Low ✔ ︎
(NAP score 1)

Onset plateau ✗
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